eBeacon Terms of Use for Students
eBeacon is operated by Beacon Foundation. The use of eBeacon is subject to the terms and conditions
in this document. By accessing and using eBeacon, you agree to by bound by, and to follow, the terms
and conditions in this document.
1.

Your user name and password

You must keep your login details to yourself, especially your password. You must not let anyone else use
eBeacon using your login details. If you think that someone else knows your password, you must change
your password.
You must not log on to eBeacon using someone else's login details.
2.

Access and use of eBeacon

We may monitor how you use eBeacon, including by tracking the pages you visit and viewing the material
you post, upload, send or download. We can remove any material you upload or post on eBeacon if we
do not think it is appropriate.
We can also cancel your access to eBeacon for any reason, including if we believe you have not abided
by any of the terms and conditions in this document.
3.

Privacy

You need to protect your privacy when you use eBeacon.
As the material you upload, post or send on eBeacon might be seen by other people, you must protect
your privacy by not giving out your personal details, including your full name, address, email address and
phone number.
You must also protect the privacy of others by not posting the personal details of any other people on
eBeacon.
The eBeacon Privacy Statement explains how we handle the information we collect about users of
eBeacon.
4.

Your conduct when using eBeacon

You agree to be a safe, responsible and user of eBeacon at all times.
You agree to:


respect other people who use eBeacon, including by not communicating on eBeacon in a way that is
harmful, inappropriate or hurtful to other people or which annoys other people;



talk to a teacher or a trusted adult if you feel uncomfortable or unsafe using eBeacon or if you see
other people using eBeacon in a way that is harmful, inappropriate or hurtful to you or someone else;



be careful about what material you upload, post or send on eBeacon, because the material you
upload or post on eBeacon will be a personal reflection of you and could affect what people think
about you.

5.

Copyright protections for material posted on eBeacon

You may copy and print out material from eBeacon, but only for your own use in connection with your
school work and the Beacon Program.
You must not use material on eBeacon for other purposes. If you are not sure whether you are permitted
to use material for a particular purpose, check with a teacher.
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6.

Changes to these Terms of Use

We may make changes to these terms and conditions at any time by posting a new version on eBeacon.
When you continue to use eBeacon after changes are made to these terms and conditions, you will be
taken to agree to those changes.
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